
“Turn and face the strange

    Ch-ch-changes”

             - David Bowie


    

    After last week’s low net count, this week brought us some surprises. 
Of the twenty-five birds caught in the nets, twenty of them were 
hatching year birds! One round netted 3 Rose Breasted Grosbeaks; 
another, 5 Song Sparrows; then 3 Baltimore Orioles. As you can see 
from photo of the “bag lady” one net had 7 young Grey Catbirds at 
once. Chalk it up to peer pressure.

    

    We observed an adult House Wren land on the top of a net, 
but not get caught; and we watched adult finches flying 
above the meadow and then rising up above the nets, without 
getting caught. It seems the adults have understood the trick 
we have played on them, but the juveniles are still delinquent. 
I wonder about the role of memory in problem solving. I smile 
at the thought of collective memory being passed forward 
through time. I respect the fact that bird knowledge, bug 
knowledge, plant knowledge, even snake knowledge, has 
been accruing for millennia longer than human knowledge. 
Here’s hoping data collection will lead to the necessary increase in 
understanding among those late to the table. Already I have learned from the 
birds what to plant to provide bird food and dwelling spaces, food for their food, 
and human food from the farm as well.


    For centuries, much observation of the natural world has focused on the 
status quo. Only recently has the whole planet’s physicality begun to be 
regarded as ongoing, increasing the importance of considering the future (a singularly human 
capacity!). Non-human creatures have willy-nilly adapted to whatever trends were current, 
keeping past knowledge in their DNA, keeping options available for what comes next, with no 
intellectual need to be in control. Can data, not unlike so many marks on a cave wall, be stored 
in a Chrystal ball?


    Studies, such as Bird Banding Surveys, glean clues as to what environmental changes are 
taking place, and how certain species (in this case birds) are “knowing” what to do in response.    
Over millennia, as plants (and bugs) have spread north and south from the equator, so has the 
range of birds. Their capacity for flight has allowed them to evolve extremely long annual 
migration routes, enhancing feeding and nesting opportunities. I don’t know any other 
vertebrate, except us (step by tiny step), who has learned to live over such a broad range of the 
planet. Both species inhabit the planet from pole to pole, in ocean and desert, in mountain and 
valley, and all because of migration.


    Migration...survival; I think I need to dwell on that thought.


“I want to fly like an eagle...into the future”

             - Steve Miller Band


